Sarah Fox
The 500-word Lawyer

“One of the most engaging,
thought-provoking and fun
sessions I’ve attended”
Mark Brain, Faithful+Gould

Never Sign on the Dotted Line
Is your business overwhelmed by complex, paper-based, one-sided contracts?
It doesn’t have to be that way — discover the benefits of simple, digital, trustbased contracts.
Sarah draws on legal cases, cautionary tales and more to illustrate her talks. You’ll
learn how simplicity creates trust and avoids disputes. Digital contracts provide you
and your clients with certainty of cost, process and outcome.

Isn’t it time your contracts were fit for the 21st century?
Sarah will help you:
 Ensure your key concerns are included in every
transaction
 Reduce the time and costs to get contracts
agreed and signed
 Minimise disputes by choosing effective
contracts that are simple yet robust

“Sarah is a vibrant
and engaging speaker
and not at all what
you expect from a
lawyer”
Peter Knight,
Knight-Morris

“Whilst some experts might
obfuscate to keep it
complicated, Sarah will help you
understand a complex world in
simple terms”

“Sarah has given us the
confidence to ensure that
our contracts work well
for all parties involved.”
Amy Dacres-Dixon, D2E

Thomas Lindner

“Your presentation was excellent, as was the authoritative way you answered the
questions that follows. What you are doing with the 500-word contract is inspiring.”
Frances Gordon, Simplified

After listening to Sarah, you will:
 Adopt a strategic approach to contacts rather than a
knee-jerk response on a case-by-case basis
 Take control of and simplify the format and content of
your contracts so they safeguard your business
 Side-step the pitfalls in contract processes and provisions

As Seen At…

Sarah Fox is an international speaker and trainer with 25 years’
experience in contracts, initially as a construction lawyer. She
simplifies contracts that are bewilderingly complex, rarely read
and unfit for purpose to create digital contracts in just 500
words (or so).
Sarah is your guide to change the way that your contracts are
written, to make them simple, digital and trust-based. All
without annoying your clients.
As you will learn, contracts need more than reams of paper,
thousands of words or inky signatures.

“Clarity events are normally of a very high quality but yours
was one of the best & most impassioned I've heard”
Sam Dunkley, Group Legal Adviser, Oil and Gas UK

Book Sarah to help your audience
create contracts with confidence

